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What to measure?
• OUTCOMES!
• But which ones?
• Common approaches (Hood, 2019):
• Performance-based accountability (Friedman,
1997, 2001)

• Evidence-based frameworks (e.g. LaValle et al.,
2019)

• Psychometrics (Hood et al., 2020)
• Emerging systems concept: nominal value
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Performance-based accountability

Examples of PBA measures in children’s social care (Hood, 2019: 469, adapted from
Friedman, 2001)
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Evidence-based framework

LaValle et al.
(2019), p.10
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Psychometrics

Extract from the
SDQ (Goodman,
1997)
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Effectiveness
• Organisational perspective may conflict with that
of the CYP and their family
• Failure to do ‘what matters’ leads to many forms
of loss to society, including ‘failure demand’ – a
failure to do something or to do something right
for the end user (Seddon 2003: 26)
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Ruth: a mapped case (Locality 2014)
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Ruth: a mapped case (Locality 2014)
What Ruth said she wanted:
“I need help with housework and...”
“..getting upstairs in my house.”
“These two things would make a huge
difference to me and my kids.
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Ruth: a mapped case (Locality 2014)
What Ruth said she wanted:
“I need help with housework and...”
“..getting upstairs in my house.”
“These two things would make a huge
difference to me and my kids.

What Ruth received:

2 x Anger Management Courses for 2 boys
‘Triple P’ Parenting Programme x 2
Help cleaning 1 bedroom
Toilet frame, Perching stool & Bath board (for
a bath she could not access).
And it took this many people to deliver it...
8 Social Workers
22 Support Workers allocated
30 Referrals /16 Assessments in core flow
36 Teams/Services
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unsuitable for adaptation)
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Total
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What to measure? Nominal Value
• New concept being
applied in the sector
• Posits that there’s an
ideal or nominal value
and deviation from that
value leads to rapidly
increasing loss to society
- Taguchi’s loss function
(Taguchi and Clausing 1990)
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Example – Spidergram (Hood et al., 2020)
What matters to Michelle?
A new job
Volunteer at the dogs home
Play guitar again

Connect with my old
workmates

10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Get out of debt
Better relationship with my
kids

Family trip to the seaside

Get necessary improvements
to the property

Reconnect with my Mum

Cook better meals

6 March

Feel better about myself

9 June

8 Sep
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Central role for nominal value
What matters to Michelle?

Planning
measures:
1. Demand
2. Capacity

A new job
10
Volunteer at the dogs… 98
7
6
5
Play guitar again
4
3
2
1
0
Connect with my old…

6 March

Better relationship with…
Family trip to the seaside
Reconnect with my Mum

Get necessary…
Cook better meals

Get out of debt

Feel better about myself
9 June

8 Sep

Lagging
measures:
1. Performance
in this system
2. Performance
in wider system

Capability measures:
Was ‘what matters’ achieved?
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Implications for evaluation

• PBA only sees the parts of the system deemed
important by those in charge
• ‘What works’ - evaluations of isolated interventions in
a programmatic way
• Nominal value requires starting from what’s
important to the person receiving the care, not what
the service wants
• Evaluation positioned differently – did we do ‘what
matters’ for the CYP and their family?
• Welsh government introduced requirement for term
in adult services (Llywodryeth Cymru Welsh Government (2016)
Social Services and Well-being (Wales) Act 2014. Part 2 Code of Practice) 16

To find out more:
• Come and study on our unique, work-based PQQ
course Level 7:
Applying the Vanguard Method to People Centred
Service
https://www.kingston.ac.uk/postgraduate/courses/po
st-qualifying-social-work-modules/
• Next course starting in October 2021
• Contact us for more details
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